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ពាក្យស ុំចលូរ ៀន 

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 

 
 

     ថៃ្ង ខែ ឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត Date of Birth: 

 

នាមត្តកូល និងនាមែលួន      
                                                          ជនជាតិ Race        សញ្ជា តិ Nationality                                      

Family and Given name 

ណៅលីវ    រ ឺ មានត្រួសារ   ណេទៈ  ស្សី     ត្រសុ 
Single     or Married   Sex:  Female    Male 

ទីកខនលងកាំណ ើ តៈ េូមិ      ឃ ាំ/សង្កា ត់ 
Place of Birth:       Village     Commune/Sangkat 

ស្សុក/ែ ឌ /ត្កងុ      ណែតត/រាជធានី 
District/Khan/City     Province/C. City 

អាសយដ្ឋា នរច្ច របននៈ ផ្ទះណលែ     ផ្លូវ    
Home Address:   House No      Street No   

េូមិ      ឃ ាំ/សង្កា ត់     
Village      Commune/Sangkat    

ស្សុក/ែ ឌ /ត្កងុ     ណែតត/រាជធានី  

District/Khan/City     Province/C. City 

ទូរសព្ទ     អាសយដ្ឋា នអ ីខម៉ែល 
Telephone     E-mail Address 

ណវេសរ  ក     Viber/Line/Skype  

Facebook     
 

 

ថៃ្ងDay......ខែMonth........ឆ្ន ាំYear.......... 



សមូរោ ពជនូ 
នាយក្វិទ្យាស្ថា នសនតប លូ 

 
សូមណោកនាយក ណមត្តត អន ញ្ជា តច្ ះណ ម្ ះ នាងែ្ ាំ/ែ្ ាំបាទ កន ងរញ្ា ីសិការង់ថៃ្លណៅ     

វទិាសាា នសនតរ៉ែូល សត្មារ់ឆ្ន ាំសិកា២០..... - ២០..... ជាំនាន់ទី........ ឆ្ន ាំទី......... ណព្លសិកា  
ច័្នទ-ស ត្ក ថ្នន ក់ររញិ្ជា រ័ត្តរងដូច្ខាងណត្ោមណដ្ឋយអន ណត្រះ៖ 

1.  អេិវឌ្ឍន៍កមមវធីិក ុំព្យូទ័រ Software Development 
2.  ត្ររ់ត្រងត្រព័្នធ និងបណ្តា ញក ុំព្យូទ័រ System and Network Administration  
3.  បង្ងៀនភាសាអង់ងលេសជាភាសាបរងទស Teaching English as Foreign Language  
4.  សណ្តា គារ និងបដិសណ្តា រកិច្ច Hotel and Hospitality  
5.   ផលិតកមមដុំណ្តុំង ើហូបផ្ផេ និងបផ្នេ Fruit Vegetable Crop Production  
6.  ជុំនាញផ្កច្នៃអាហារ Food Processing  
7.  ត្រព័្នធកសិកមមន្្រុះ Integrated Farming System  
8.  ងវជាសាស្រសតសតេ Veterinary Medicine  

នាងែ្ ាំ/ែ្ ាំបាទសូមសនា ជាឱឡារកិថ្ននឹងណររព្យ៉ែងខាា រ់ែាួនណៅត្តមរទរញ្ជា ថៃផ្ទកន ង 
ររស់វទិាសាា នសនតរ៉ែូលណអាយបានត្តឹមត្តូវ។  ណរើមានោរត្រត្ពឹ្តតែ សណដ្ឋយត្រោរណាមួយ 
នាងែ្ ាំ/ែ្ ាំបាទ សូមទទួលែ សត្តូវច្ាំណ ះម ែច្ារ់ជាធរមាន។ 

សូមណោកនាយកវទិាសាា ន ណមត្តត ទទួលនូវោរណររព្ដ៏ែពង់ែពស់អាំពី្នាងែ្ ាំ/ែ្ ាំបាទ។ 
 

     ថៃ្ងទី...........ខែ...........២០........ 
     វតាណលខា និងណ ម្ ះសាមីែលួន 
 
 
 
 

 

សូមភ្ជា រ់មកជាមួយនូវៈ 
1. ជីវត្រវតតិសណងខរមានរិទររូ្ត្មី........................................................................០១ច្ារ់ 
2. សញ្ជា រ័ត្តមធយមសិកាទ តិយេូមិ.....................................................................០១ច្ារ់ 
3. សញ្ជា រ័ត្តឆ្ន ាំសិកាមូលដ្ឋា ន(សាំរារ់និសសិតចូ្លឆ្ន ាំទី២) ....................................០១ច្ារ់ 
4. ររូ្តខដលណទើរ្ត្មីទាំវាំ4 X 6......................................................................០៣សនលឹក 
5. ររូ្តខដលណទើរ្ត្មីទាំវាំ3 X 4......................................................................០៣សនលឹក 



ជីវប្រវត្តតសរខេប 
BIOGRAPHY 

 

 

I. ជីវត្រវតតិផ្ទទ ល់ែលួន ( Personal Details ) 

ណរតតនាម និងនាម(អកសរខែមរ) ³ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> អកសរឡាត្តាំង³ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ជនជាតិ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>សញ្ជា តិ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណកើតណៅថៃ្ងទី>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ខែ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ឆ្ន ាំ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
ណៅេូមិ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ឃ ាំ/សង្កា ត់>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ស្សុក/ែ ឌ /ត្កុង>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ណែតត/រាជធានី>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>អាសយដ្ឋា នរច្ច របនន³ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

1> ត្រវតតិសណងខរថៃនោរសិកា (Education Background) 

រឋមសិកាពី្ឆ្ន ាំ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ដល់ឆ្ន ាំ >>>>>>>>>>>>>> ណរៀនណៅ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណែតត/រាជធានី >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

អន វទិាល័យពី្ឆ្ន ាំ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ដល់ឆ្ន ាំ >>>>>>>>>>>>>> ណរៀនណៅ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណែតត/រាជធានី >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

វទិាល័យពី្ឆ្ន ាំ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ដល់ឆ្ន ាំ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណរៀនណៅ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ណែតត/រាជធានី>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>បានត្រលងជារ់/ធ្លេ ក់មធយមសិកាទ តិយេូមិឆ្ន ាំៈ
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> បាននិណទទសៈ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>. 

2> ក្្ិតវរបធម៌ភ្ជសាររណទស (Foreign Language) 

   ភ្ជសា    ោរនិយយ    ោរសាត រ់   ោរសរណសរ 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

3> ជាំនាញណផ្សងៗ (Other Skills) 

1> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

2> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

3> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

rUbft 
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II. សាា នភ្ជព្ត្រួសារ (Parental Details) 

ឪព្ កណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>អាយ u>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ឆ្ន ាំ(សាល រ់/រស់)ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ទីកខនលងណធេើោរ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>អាសយដ្ឋា នរច្ច របនន>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ទូរសព្ទ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

មាត យណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>អាយ u>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ឆ្ន ាំ(សាល រ់/រស់)ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ទីកខនលងណធេើោរ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>អាសយដ្ឋា នរច្ច របនន>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ទូរសព្ទ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
អាំពី្រងរអូនរណងាើតៈ ច្ាំនួន >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>នាក់ 

1> ណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>ថៃ្ងខែឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
2> ណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>ថៃ្ងខែឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

3> ណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>ថៃ្ងខែឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4> ណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>ថៃ្ងខែឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
5> ណ ម្ ះ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ណេទ>>>>>>>>>>ថៃ្ងខែឆ្ន ាំកាំណ ើ ត>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ម ែរររ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

(ណរើមានណលើសពី្៥នាក់ សូមសរណសររនតណៅត្កដ្ឋសណផ្សង) 

កន ងករ ីចាំបាច់្ទាក់ទងណ ម្ ះ  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ត្តូវជា³ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ទីលាំណៅរច្ច របនន³>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ណលែទូរសព្ទ³ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
(ករ ីមានោរផ្ទល ស់រតូរអាសយដ្ឋា នរណឺលែទូរសព្ទ និសសតិត្តវូរាយោរ ៍មកោរយិល័យសិកាណដើមបជូីនជាព័្ត៌មាន) 

ែ្ ាំបាទ/នាងែ្ ាំសូមធានាថ្ន ជីវត្រវតតិសណងខរខាងណលើពិ្តជាត្តឹមត្តវូឥតខកលងរនលាំណទ ត្រសិន
ណរើមានច្ាំ  ច្ណាមួយខដលត្បាសចកពី្ោរពិ្តែ្ ាំសូមទទួលែ សត្តូវច្ាំណ ះម ែច្ារ់។ 

ណធេើណៅថៃ្ងទី>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ខែ>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ឆ្ន ាំ២០>>>>>>>>         

វតាណលខា និងណ ម្ ះមាត្ត រិត្ត រអឺាណាព្ាបាល   វតាណលខា និងណ ម្ ះសាមីែលួន 

 

 


